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A little insight in our work here at wilddesign

CASESTUDIES

heliX®

„

WILDDESIGN not only provided us with a product design of today, but
also of the future.”
Dr. Frank Fischer (Head of Engineering / Dynamic Biosensors)

The architecture of the new
heliX® instrument comprises
different technical systems
- from sample handling, temperature control and optical
recognition to fully automated
biochip handling.

the largest version. The fractal
pattern was designed to work
for a single device as well as for
bundles of up to four devices. In
addition, these devices can also
be connected globally to form a
network.

From 96 to 1536. Versatility
is key.

Who dares wins.

To create the perfect balance between individuality and ease of
use, the static, minimalist shape
of the base body has been enlivened with a fractal pattern of
LED luminaires. Light as a way
to transport the inherent dynamics of the device to the outside
world.
The media loading of samples,
microfluidic chips with sensor
and the water containers is carried out via automatically controlled flaps, which are integrated into the pattern of the front.
The device also allows different
methods of measuring the size
and adaptation of proteins.

Case study about a design development for the fully automated laboratory analysis
system heliX® for high-precision analysis of biomolecules.

heliX

®

DYNAMIC BIOSENSORS |
HIGH-PRECISION ANALYSIS

The housing is modular and can
detect 96 samples in the smallest version and 1536 samples in

heliX®
The challenge of this project was
to design a user-friendly housing
for a highly complex technology.
This fully automated laboratory
analysis system for the high-precision examination of biomolecules combines liquid handling,
chip management and data
acquisition for the company’s
ground-breaking switchSENSE®
method.

A unique appliance front interspersed with a fractal pattern of
ribbons of light. Is such an expressive design a risk or rather
a promising venture? A coura-

geous decision was made. Shortly after the launch, the feedback
of the media and the constantly
growing interest of customers
clearly showed, this decision
proved to be an extremely effective one. First orders were placed
before production had even
started. Progressive and certainly demanding in production, but
original and unique.

Visit www.wilddesign.de/work
for a deeper dive into this
project.
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PRODUCT DESIGN - SUCCESS FROM IDEA TO SERIES
PRODUCTION
We are one of Europe‘s leading design agencies in the
medical and healthcare industry. In our 360 ° approach
we integrate user research, innovative design, technical
implementation, and brand-building activities into a
powerful support for forward-looking companies.
Since 2015 our office in the design boomtown Munich
complements our presence in the DACH region and is
a hub for our customers and network partners with a
focus on medical and laboratory technology.
WHY A DESIGN AGENCY - AND WHY WILDDESIGN?
- Full service design agency. 3 creative teams in Europe
and Asia.
- Owner-managed. With German origin and
international orientation.
- One team, 40 people who are committed to your cause.
- Creative support where you need it.
- Assertiveness. To put your ideas into practise.
- More than 27 years of experience.
We can do it: functional design solutions!
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